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Full Speed Ahead (FSA) Gossamer Pro AGX+ CK-6037 crankset Recall                 
Full Speed Ahead (FSA) has received reports of crank arms becoming loose or “wobbly” and detaching from the 
crank/spindle, posing fall and injury hazards to consumers. Only the drive-side crank arm is susceptible to bonding 
failure. Consumers should immediately stop using the bicycles with the recalled cranksets and contact Full Speed 
Ahead for instructions on how to receive free dealer installation of a new replacement crankset.  
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Compliance Testing 
Prior to receiving reports, the crankset passed all international ISO testing standards. 

Inspection of Crankset 
Inspect Gossamer Pro AGX+ CK-6037 cranksets and bicycles pre-assembled by OEM with Gossamer Pro AGX+ CK-
6037 cranksets that may be within the serial number range stated below.  FSA will be requesting all cranksets 
within serial number ranges starting with B1, B2, and B3 to be returned to FSA for replacement. The serial 
number range is shown highlighted below.  The cranksets were sold on Cannondale, Canyon, Marin Haro, Fuji and 
Pinarello gravel brand bicycles.  
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Corrective Action Plan 
FSA is preparing to replace cranksets for consumers, dealers, distributors, and bicycle manufacturers (referred to 
as OEM) with the Gossamer Pro AGX+ CK-6037 cranksets. FSA will be requesting all cranksets within serial number 
ranges starting with B1, B2 and B3 to be returned to FSA for replacement.  Shipping costs associated with 
returning the cranksets will be paid by FSA, please contact your FSA representative for specific details.  
 
 

Distributors and OEM: distributors and bicycle manufacturers who pre-assembled Gossamer AGX+ CK-6037 
cranksets on their bicycles (OEM) have been contacted by FSA to stop shipment of Gossamer AGX+ CK-6037 
crankset inventory and bicycles built with Gossamer AGX+ CK-6037 cranksets. Inspection of distributor and OEM 
inventory has begun for cranksets that are within the prospective range. Any crankset within the prospective 
range will be replaced free of charge. Distributors and OEM are also requested to contact their dealers who have 
purchased the Gossamer AGX+ CK-6037 cranksets or bicycles with Gossamer AGX+ CK-6037 cranksets installed 
and request the dealers inspect their inventory and any cranksets purchased by consumers. Dealers will be able 
to contact FSA directly for replacement. Distributors and OEM need to call or contact the FSA local distributor 
and/or FSA directly for replacement cranksets. 
 
Australia: please contact Leo Yip: leo@fullspeedahead.com 
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